N I M B L E

How ACCESS, ASSESSMENT,
and ANALYTICS Drive Business
Performance and ROI
Employees spend the equivalent of one work day per week searching for
information they need to perform their roles and the majority of training they
receive is forgotten within one hour. Improved Access, Assessment, and Analytics
can substantially improve efficiencies and employees' mastery of the skills and
knowledge that drive the performance of your business. The following best practices
can help you translate your critical resources to performance and financial impacts.
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Not being able to find critical
resources, or finding out-dated
ones, severely undermines
employee productivity and
performance.

BARRIERS

BEST PRACTICES

Training documents, job aids, and other resources are
often lost in corporate intranets, file systems, or binders.
These systems are often hugely frustrating to access
remotely. If a user finds the content, the consumption
experience is inconsistent and frustrating.

AVAILABILITY
Are your resources available
when and where they are
most needed?

BARRIERS

Remove barriers to accessing resources and
information to create an anywhere, anytime
information ecosystem. By making resources
available across desktop, laptop, and mobile devices,
organizations reduce employee frustration and
improve execution and performance.

BEST PRACTICES

Important information is often forgot or buried
deep within training resources or job aids.
Precious time is lost as employees search through
many lengthy documents for specific information.

FINDABILITY
Can your critical resources
be found when employees
most need them?

BARRIERS

Give each employee a single destination for key
documents and expose to them only the materials
that are relevant for their roles and needs.
Additionally, providing full-text search capability will
save time and allow for rapid access to their desired
information.

BEST PRACTICES

Once documents are distributed via email or
downloaded from an intranet, your ability to
ensure that employees replace those resources
with vital updates is severely diminished.

VERSION CONTROL
Small errors in resources can
have large consequences. Do
you have complete control
over your document lifecycle?

BARRIERS

Applications that allow you to replace outdated
materials instantly with updated versions help assure
that your employees are in compliance with your
internal best practices and performing their jobs as
effectively as possible.

BEST PRACTICES

Documents shared via email, intranets, and file
sharing systems can be easily copied to personal
drives. This puts your intellectual property at risk
when employees leave your organization and, in
some cases, join your competitors.

SECURITY
When your employees move
on to a new company, do your
vital resources go with them?

Share vital documents via applications that allow
you to instantly remove access when an employee
separates from your company, and prevent
unwanted saving of materials to personal storage
systems.

The average interaction worker
spends 20% of their time looking for
internal information or tracking down
colleagues who can help with
specific tasks.

20%

(McKinsey Consulting)
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According to Ebbinghaus's forgetting curve, 58% of
information people learn is forgotten within 20
minutes, and almost 80% is lost after a month. The
good news is that small doses of periodic
reinforcement after training events can help employees
retain far more of what they have learned.

BARRIERS

BEST PRACTICES

Without assessment, you are missing a critical
opportunity to reinforce what your employees have
learned and to spot early opportunities to build their
skills. 80% of information may be forgotten in as little
as a month after a training event.

REINFORCEMENT
You invest a lot in training your
employees. Are you making sure it sticks?

BARRIERS

BEST PRACTICES

A lack of experience in question design often leads
to simple, unengaging, multiple choice questions
that provide little insight about your learners.

AUTHORING
Even simple assessments can be
time-consuming to develop. Do you have
the right tools to make it manageable?

Assessment engines that have robust sets of
question types make it simple for any one to create
engaging and meaningful assessments. Combining
assessments in context of content delivery enhances
the learner experience and simplifies reinforcement.

BEST PRACTICES

BARRIERS
Assessment is only beneficial if you can
quickly identify areas to support employees.
Compiling and analyzing data can be
time-consuming and prone to error.

REPORTING
Once your employees take the
test, how will you compile,
analyze, and share the data?

Assessment engines that offer built-in reporting
allow you to spot opportunities to support
employees faster while avoiding data analysis
errors. Some offerings even enable instant
feedback to the employee when their answers are
incorrect.

BEST PRACTICES

BARRIERS
Assessment data captured offline or in
disparate online systems results in an
incomplete picture of an employee's level
of knowledge and skill.

Memory Retention (%)

Small assessment activities during and after learning
events can help employees retain substantially more
knowledge and skill. Consider embedding questions
or exercises within your learning materials and events
and then repeat them on a weekly basis afterward.

DATA
DATA
INTEGRATION
Are you bringing data from
various learning experiences
together to create a complete
employee profile?

Using an assessment engine that is either a native app in
your learning management system or passing data from
an assessment engine to your learning management
system can help create a comprehensive view of
knowledge and skill mastery.

Booster events
maximize long-term
information retrieval
(Art Kohn, Portland State University School of Business)
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While assessment helps us gauge
knowledge and skills mastery after the
fact, there are many leading indicators
that can provide insight into how
resources are utilized by employees
and how they impact business results.

BEST PRACTICES

BARRIERS
When resources are shared in print, email, or file
systems, managers do not have insight into
how employees are engaging with the content.
Early opportunities for support can be missed.

LEADING
INDICATORS
Do you know who is engaging with
your content, and to what extent?

BEST PRACTICES

BARRIERS
With conventional content delivery methods, there
is simply no way to drill down and see how specific
individuals are engaging with your content. When
trying to measure training impact on your top and
bottom performers, this is a big problem.

A robust delivery system for your resources
should provide real-time analytics on the extent to
which each user is engaging with each element of
your content. This can help you spot areas to support
users and improve your resources.

DEEP INSIGHTS
Can you measure how your top
and bottom performers are
engaging with your content?

Deliver your resources and job aids through
applications which allow you to drill down into
engagement analytics for each individual. This will
allow you to identify whether your top and bottom
performers are engaging differently with the
content.

Biggest barrier to implementing robust learning analytics:

Not enough
hours in the day
(Corporate Learning Analytics 2016 Market Snapshot)

Meet NIMBLE
XanEdu's cloud-based content management and learning platform.

ACCESS

Access online or offline, tablet, phone or PC
Push changes to live materials
Unify user experiece & control your IP

ASSESSMENT

Robust Assessment Module
Over 50 question types
Instant insights for managers

ANALYTICS

Managerial dashboards
Group & individual analytics
Item-level engagement tracking

Activate your content today
with Access, Assessment and Analytics

GET A FREE TRIAL
JOIN A WEBINAR
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